Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 27?

Police Crime Report No 285
Why Police criminology / checklist? Why
study video taped evidence Qld Police HQ
26-08-05? Why did four S.C. Judges,
Mackenzie, White, Muir & Byrne rule
“Mediate, Disclose, no clarity” = a five year
GAOL TERM

Tim Allen’s input
Study Police Crime
Reports 261-4*/ 269-279

Why gain a Commonwealth Bank
FULL CONFESSION OF GUILT?
For our accountant Tim Allen to keep his
ASIC approval. He first must disclose to
Police Com. Bob Atkinson, the details of
his $10,000 damages confession for Police
control. To correct Andrew Keighran from
ASIC/CALDB, to Grahame Ledwidge’s
rogue Bank Manager’s confessed
conspiracy. With the prisoner ex-DPP
Barrister Davida Williams, ‘bagman’ Robert
Wilson, Solicitor James Conomos, CIB
Det. Sgts. T Kidd, & Fraud Squad B Heath
creating a multimillion dollar fraud. Why
have the Police finally decided to act 9
months after Tim Allen’s threat to kill my
son? Why does Tim refuse to disclose his
$10,000 damages claim for the detailed
liquidation to own our 22 block
subdivision by non completion?

Why remove the Commonwealth Bank's stranglehold on
ASIC/CALDB? Why did Tim Allen lose over $100,000 as
Colonel/Judge Pat Shanahan explained “You cannot sue
for abandonment. You must prove abandonment is
fraud.” Hence thanks to criminology, psychology and
mathematics, the path of entrapment leads to
enlightenment, to control, correct and cure confessed
bank fraud. To give the Police credit for a job well done by
creating the law of abandonment. As directed by the
Brisbane City Council Internal Investigation Department,
who directed “We are only a small group and we have
not been given a direction.” Hence their confessed
abandonment and the Lord Mayor Campbell Newman's
response, a promised letter to improve law and order. As the
detective said, standing on the steps at Police
Headquarters 26-08-05, see video tape; quote “You
should not be here.” To mean, with planned
abandonment, litigation, liquidation we should not
have the resources left to fight the fraud of organised
crime!
• By creating a test case of confirmed forgery, passing off
and fraud, due to the direction in studying criminology,
psychology and mathematics. To fight a much larger
opponent, this necessitates survival with natural justice.
To let the crime run its natural course and when the
evidence and proof of the multiple fraud is available, to
use this to win in our court system, as entrapment is the
law. Hence the greater our reward. We will gain law
reform by self regulation. The importance of court
direction to just do as ordered “To do the obvious.”
• How is it possible to prove abandonment is fraud? By law
to create the 'law of abandonment'. As the Brisbane
Magistrates Court Registrar directed “To study the
Vexatious Litigants Act, the Fair Trading Act and the
CMC Act.” Our case was built around the vexatious act
of planned liquidation in the Supreme Court with the
knowledge that the Magistrates Court sees $10,000
claims just as an ongoing annoyance in multimillion
dollar construction sites. Backed up by our legal counsel
Reg Kliedon's statement quote “10,000 is throwaway
money.” After Commonwealth Bank mediation in
gaining $25,000 and a confession from Grahame
Ledwidge, Reg stated “He would swear in court he did
the best he could.” Realising there was something
wrong, we called on all the experts, as Grahame had
taken away our Relationship Manager James Pitman.
Grahame blamed James for showing kindness, instead
of the due process of the law to correct the faulty
bank loan. To mean, James confessed in general the
bank was so focused in privatising, in the need for

increased profits, that he was not prepared to alter our
bank loan agreement. Due to the bank's confession to
both cut staff and increase performance at the obvious
cost of bank ethical standards and protocol. All of which
we have proved to the satisfaction of the Premier Peter
Beattie, the Lord Mayor Campbell Newman, and the
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson. The
Commonwealth Bank in calling in the ex-Attorney
General Rod Welford could have been open with full
disclosure as directed by Supreme Court Judge
Margaret White. Then mediate a solution as directed by
Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie to prevent Supreme
Court Judge Muir's embarrassing “No understanding
or clarity.” As Grahame Ledwidge wrote see Police
Crime Reports No 245 & 272 “The bank does not give
disclosure to bank business.” Due to their claimed
'corporate veil', the bank has now been given the
courtesy by the Government and Supreme Court to try
and prevent vexatious acts, in a similar fashion to the
prisoner's Attorney General's release scam “Not to sue
Police for wrongful arrest.” You need to consider
Grahame Ledwidge's statement quote “We never said
we do not make mistakes.” To mean, each case must
be judged on its merits. What is the difference between a
vexatious act and planned abandonment? Our
evidence and proof is our 'Barrister from Hell'. In
brief, it is simply a matter of either calling in more
experts or finding a way to break the stalemate or
stranglehold on the bank's confessed fraud. Hence
ASIC/CALDB correction via the Police Commissioner.
• The Police Commissioner faced with this nightmare,
backed up by his Chief of Staff and Prosecution
Department and our multiple defendants as proven
innocent, we have held our ground. The importance
with criminology, in working backwards to find a solution
is to work with all the clues, as not all of the network are
criminals, thugs or con-artists and lowlifes, like the
'Barrister from Hell'. Davida directed “Keep your
mouth shut,” while at the same time abandoning our
case in court and working with a network to steal every
cent we had. We will create the 'law of abandonment'
to create the answer to smash fraud as Australia's No1
crime.
• Hence the good fortune of the law to follow the clues.
The clue in this case Grahame Ledwidge's direction “To
rip up the contracts.” Hence the importance to gain
both the direction of the Police Commissioner to first
isolate our accountant Tim Allen, who has confessed to
my son, quote, “Not to go on a crusade, as he has to

work with the banks on a daily basis.” After accepting
$10,000, the same amount as the $10,000 fabricated
300% insurance scam, confirmed with Police Crime
Reports No 182-285. As directed by the senior Civil
Engineer John Koek, these details exposed in
Magistrates Court Holland Park 422/2000-2. As
confirmed by Detective Senior Constable Mark Hughes
in brief “The engineers report is very convincing.”
Hence why was it totally ignored by Magistrate Austin?
Why his quote “Yes, well I do not care what (anyone
from) the Police Minister down has to say?” Like the
Police Commissioner and Magistrate Austin we the
community all suffer in part from the Commonwealth
Bank conspiracy instigated by the 'Barrister from Hell'.
Hence the importance for the law of abandonment. To
mean, as Dr. Frank Walsh put it “The nun chucker may
have only just grazed your nose and knuckles but it
is still assault and charges must be laid.” The
importance to understand the 'bagman's' thugs were
directed to collect money, not to kill my son. Hence
Chris Watts mediation expert for the Commonwealth
Bank's confession “This is a bank circus.” To mean
bank fraud for confessed self greed and self gain.
After 10 years since the start of our subdivision, the
importance to backup both the law and the CIB
technical staff is very clear. The CIB said “They will
hold the photos of the in-home invasion and nun
chucker attack up to 20 years.” Hence the importance
of SAA law and to backup engineers as John Koek from
Baseline Civil Engineers directed “The need to finish
the subdivision, to pay out the subcontractors and
then lay fraud charges or you will go bankrupt.” As
Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie ruled “You have the
money to complete the subdivision.” Due of course
to the accountant's report to provide the details,
which, thanks to the Police Commissioner's input,
the Supreme Court Judges need today to gain
clarity. As advocates, sponsors and volunteers, we took
note of Dr. Frank Walsh “To value both the bank
product and the bank customer,” in line with Justice
Susan Kiefel's ruling. To mean, the importance to work
as a team. With the law behind us, being proven
innocent, we will win, with the due process of the
law.
• Ex-Attorney General Rod Welford realising his
dilemma, in backing both the Commonwealth Bank
fraud and the ex-DPP prisoner/Barrister, forger and
fraudster, did the obvious. He directed “The
Queensland Police are in charge of this case.”
Hence with the confessed failure of Assistant

Commissioner Pat Doonan, Commissioner Bob
Atkinson has taken control. Similar to Tim Allen's
confession of guilt, both verbally and in writing, are
equal in the eyes of the law. He cannot abandon the
evidence and proof in the belief that he is not
accountable for his actions. He is caught by
entrapment, to enlighten the Supreme Court and thus
correct the multiple fraud. As the local Police reported
the need for Police Crime Reports, to work one step at a
time, as Area Commander Superintendent John
Hopgood would say “What is your point today.” After
my son spoke to his backup Inspector Les Hopkins on
the steps of Police Headquarters, it was encouraging to
have his support, crime is serious business.
• Let's focus on the Police Commissioner's current
direction in the knowledge that many Police Officers let
him down. Hence our promise to the Commissioner,
Chief of Staff, Police Prosecution Section and the
Union, to follow Police ethical standards and
protocol and not to live the rest of our life with
unresolved crime. Yes, law is obsessive. Criminals do
deserve to go to prison. We will not rest until this is
achieved!
• Now to the facts of this case, ASIC have failed in their
capacity due to Grahame Ledwidge's fraudulent control
and manipulation in being part of the same bank
building at 240 Queen Street Brisbane, the whole
demeanour of the security staff is one of non-correction
of crime. Hence the awareness of criminology, to study
the books 'The Bagman' and 'Broken Lives'.
Prostitution, gambling and drugs were seen as the
domain of the CIB and Fraud Squad as proven by the
Fitzgerald Report. Today the building and
construction industry is a billion dollar industry
open to fraud. As confirmed and identified by the
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson, reference Police
Crime Report No 262. The question is, who has
conducted an investigation into fraud in the
building and construction industry? We have by
necessity and Supreme Court entrapment to mediate,
disclose Supreme Court no clarity. Where is the
evidence and proof to prove fraud exists? Hence
the importance of the money trail, our star witness
Inspector Ray Loader with his infamous quote “The
demand for $200,000 or 2 blocks of land was not an
extortion demand, it was a commercial decision,
etc.” Backed up by the Premier's direction creating the
Fraud Squad infamous statement by Detective
Sergeant Brett Heath's quote “We all lose money, do
not expect us to do the work for you, get your act

together or you will be out the door so fast your bum
won’t touch the ground.”
• Hence the reason why my son stands at the entrance of
Police Headquarters, instead of working internally
inside Police Headquarters. To mediate and disclose the
detail of the Commonwealth Bank conspiracy via the
rogue bank manager Grahame Ledwidge. Grahame
who gave our money away with excess claims up to
300% for a 'slush fund' to create a 'bagman' to pay for
the rogue engineers and legal counsel, to run the ruse of
planned liquidation of our 22 block subdivision by
planned non-completion. So the next step with forced
entrapment, called natural justice, facing the obvious
with criminal law, it can take up to 20 years for the fraud
charges to be laid. For the criminals to receive a
Supreme Court five year gaol term.
• To ensure your clarity, it's of the utmost importance that
we support the Police Commissioner who now has an
understanding of the Brisbane City Council's Lord
Mayor Campbell Newman's urgent direction to write a
letter/ press release as promised, to support law and
order. Now the Police Commissioner or his
representative must meet with ASIC, attention Graham
Keighran Solicitor/Accountant under the direction of the
Federal Attorney General Philip Ruddock, to study the
details of Tim Allen's report, so that we can move to the
next phase. To correct the fraudulent liquidation of Badja
Pty Ltd and thus create the 'law of abandonment'. To
achieve our goal to protect the mums and dads
investment funds, first home buyers and the developer.
To mean, to protect the community at large as the Police
direct, to provide safety and peace and most of all, to
thank the Police Commissioner, Chief of Staff and Police
prosecution and union for standing up for our rights. For
being there when all around abandoned us. No matter
what the cost we are happy to volunteer. Thank you!
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